
 

 

PARADE FLOAT MATERIALS  

 

Floral Sheeting - 3 Day Lead Time 
Make our highly attractive Floral Sheeting the founda-
tion of your perfect parade float. Use it to decorate 
large portions of the parade float or to cover your tow 
vehicle. The 36" wide sheeting comes in 10 yard rolls so 
it is easy to cut, manipulate and apply. Just staple or 
tape the sheeting to your parade float's trailer bed. 
 

36" wide by 5 yard rolls = $65.00  

36" wide by 10 yard rolls = $114.00  

Metallic Floral Sheeting 

3 Day Lead Time 

Want to add more flair to this year's parade float? Use 
our Metallic Floral Sheeting! Its highly reflective, mirror-
like quality gives a rich and attractive appearance to 
your parade float's design. The 36" wide sheeting comes 
in 10 yard rolls so it is easy to cut, manipulate and apply. 
Just staple or tape the sheeting to your parade float's 
trailer bed. 

36" wide by 5 yard rolls = $78.00  

36" wide by 10 yard rolls = $154.00  
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Standard Fringe - 15" & 30"   

Place fringe at the bottom of a float to disguise the 
trailer's mechanism and give the illusion of 
floating. The standard colors coordinate perfectly 
with our standard sheeting and twist. 3 Day Lead 
Time 

Sold in 15" x 10 ft. lengths. 

Standard Fringe  $15.10 per package 
 

Sold in 30" x 10 ft. lengths. 

Standard Fringe  $45.90  per package 

Metallic Fringe - 15" & 30"  
 

Place fringe at the bottom of a float to disguise the 
trailer's mechanism and give the illusion of 
floating. The metallic colors coordinate perfectly 
with our metallic sheeting and twist. 3 Day Lead 
Time. 
 

Sold in 15" x 10 ft lengths. 

Metallic Fringe  $16.50 per package 
 

Sold in 30" x 10 ft lengths. 

Metallic Fringe  $47.25 per package 

Standard & Metallic Twist 
Twist is the perfect material for outlining     
portions of your float or adding detail to a   
solid area of sheeting.  3 – 5 Day Lead Time.   
4" wide by 25ft rolls 
Standard Twist           $16.30 per package 
Metallic Twist                         $17.70 per package  
Specialty Twist                                    $19.60 per package 

15" Specialty Fringe         $16.80 per package 
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